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Baseball In Years Gone By 

  
  

Recently the remembrance of a game 
in 1938 which I broke up with a screech-
ing two-bagger led me to the pages of an 
old diary. But memory is a poor servant 
and I was somewhat chest fallen to dis-
cover that in that particular game I actu-
ally went zilch for five and made two 

bat that put the game on ice.  
    
   In those times, any place that had 
three houses and somewhat of a flat 
spot, had a baseball team.  And the 
whole countryside resounded with the 
sounds of bush league baseball on Sun-
day afternoons.  Once, even East Lang-
don had a team, although there was an 
importation of players from here and 
there to fill up the ranks.  Sometimes 
games were played shorthanded or the 
teams were rounded out with players 
borrowed from the opposition or re-
cruited from the spectators.  Players 
recruited from among the spectators 
were not always highly skilled or in top 
physical condition. 
    
   Not many teams had uniforms, at least 
not uniforms that matched, but those 
that did had a marvelous, psychological 
advantage, equal at least, to a five run 
handicap.  Usually the uniform was a 
cap, a glove, perhaps a pair of spikes, 
and a bat, although the players often 
used the team bats, some of which were 
invariably broken and taped. 
   The umpire, too, was recruited from 
the spectators and usually both teams 
got on his back and stayed there until 
inning #9, not particularly because he 
was dumb and blind and of questionable 

ancestry, but because it was the thing to 
do.  The hip pocket in those old baggy 
baseball pants was for a bandana and a 
rule book.  And any adverse decision 
would result in the affronted team sur-
rounding the umpire, rule books in 
hand in an attitude agitated supplication.   
     
   Anyone who has played the infield in 
Alstead or the old Vilas High School 
field will agree that there is much to be 

told about baseball fields. Only luck and 
guess work could snag a ground ball hit 
to shortstop on that field.  We scraped 
it, raked it, threw rocks off it, put loam 
on it, seeded it, rolled it and prayed over 
it, and still almost every ball had its path 
distorted and the in-fielder had to suffer 
the indignity of honking horns and deri-
sive laughter as the ball scooted thru.  I 

expect that the last memory to flee my 
departing soul will be Dan Metcalf, his 
voice in the high decibels, shouting, 

wondering how to pick up something 
 

    
   Many of the fields had surfaces that 
undulated to different degrees.  Some 
had gently slopes and gullies, some had 
precipitous banks which could cause a 

player to fall up or down, but perhaps 
the most remarkable terrain feature was 
the knob in back of third base in Lemp-
ster, behind which a left fielder could  
catch a fly ball and not be seen from 
home plate. 
    All sorts of things got in the way of 
having good regulation ball grounds: 

Much of this issue is devoted to that great American pastime Baseball, from the sandlot 
games to the dusty leagues to the major leagues and everything in between. The initial arti-
cle is a letter to the editor, written by Ben Porter. It was discovered in the papers of Royal 
Holmes and presented to the Alstead Historical Society by his widow, Diane Holmes.  

Spectators enjoying a nice summer evening watching a baseball game being played on  
Milot Green. Perhaps between the rivals teams from Langdon and Alstead.  

                                                                                            Photo by Sylvester Mitchell  
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Rivers, swamps, roads, woods, fences, cemeteries, tennis 

rules tailored to each spot. The universal ground rule was and 

one base if the ball got away, because it might be several 
minutes or never until it could be discovered and returned to 
the place of business.  Right field at the old Bellows Falls play-
grounds, and at Walpole, were disaster areas:  good bye base-
ball and time out while we go and find it. 

     

             
 

    Often only one of the game balls was new because the cof-
fers were not always full to overflowing, being replenished only 
by passing the hat among the multitudes, many of whom were 
extremely thrifty or at least somewhat careful.  For this and 
other reasons intense vigilance was exercised in retrieving foul 
balls and wild heaves, and hearts were filled with gloom when 
a ball was spied bobbing gently on the crest of the river headed 
for Long Island Sound. 
     
    To set the record straight, it must be clearly stated that all 
the fields upon which we played did not tax the patience and 
impair the skill of players, or warp the path and impede the 
progress of baseballs.  One day in 1937 in a game played at 
Keene, Harold Winham spiked a bullet thru shortstop which 
got between the fielders and was last seen rolling under the 
hedge in faraway left center field.  All of this was long ago, but 
for all I know that ball is going still, the integrity of its path 
undistorted, its grace and alacrity unchanged and its velocity 
and momentum, but slightly diminished.  I wish I might say 
the same for myself. 
 

                    From The Files   

ALSTEAD BASEBALL CLUB 

1934  1935 
Meeting January, 1934 called by Pete Metcalf (manager). 

 
2) Voted M. D. Streeter as secretary and treasurer. 
3) Voted to buy full uniforms and socks if money is available. 
4) Voted that shirts be marked Alstead on front and caps 
monogramed AC. 
 
February, 1934 -Club members put on shows and suppers to 
raise money for treasury. 
 
March 12, 1934 Meeting 
1) Voted that beginning March 26, all members of club paid 
5 cents each meeting and all playing ball 5 cents each game 
to apply to a separate fund for a benefit of players that be-
came injured in a game. 
2) Voted that manager buy one rule book. 
3) Voted to buy two baseballs. 
 
March 26, 1934 Meeting 
1) Voted that if player wished to use suit to play ball with 
another team, they received permit from rule committee and 
if damaged, to make good for same. 
 
April 23, 1934 Meeting 
1) Voted to buy suits at about $6.50 per suit. 
2) Voted to be measured for suits Thursday night. 
Manager reported that game to be played with South 
Acworth on May 6. 
 
May 23, 1934 Meeting 
1) Voted that uniform caps be used only in games and prac-
tices. 
2) Voted to pay C. Fuller not to exceed $2.00 if necessary 
from benefit fund. 
 
Games played in 1934: 
At Lempster:      Alstead 6         Lempster 3 
At Walpole:       Alstead 1         Walpole 0 
Home with Mt. Vernon, NY  Alstead 8   Mt. Vernon 17 
 
Games Played 1935: 
Date Team Played        Cash Paid 
May 5  Lempster    $2.29          2 baseballs $2.20 
May 19 North Walpole    $4.18         2 baseballs $2.20, 
     umpire/water boy $1.10 
July 14 BF Whirlwinds    $2.55         2 baseballs $2.25,   
                                        scorebk. .45, w-boy .15 

AHS Museum baseball display 

   Early Alstead team, thought to be from East Alstead 

Continued on pg. 3 

   The editors of this issue thought it would be interesting and 

ed the minutes of the newly formed Alstead Baseball Club of 
1934-35. There are names you will undoubtedly recognize. 
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    MUSEUM HOURS 

 

 

  Date Team Played        Cash Paid 
June 2 Walpole Hillbillies  $2.28         2 baseballs $1.80,   
                    water boy $.15 
June 15 Windsor     $.27         2 baseballs $1.90.  
             water boy $.15 
June 16 Charlestown    $2.80        Pd. Waterboy, $.15 
July 28 Gilsum      $2.48  3 baseballs $3.45 
Aug. 23 Lempster     $5.59  Guarantee $5.00 
Aug. 25 Keene IGA     $1.27  Water boy .10 
 
 TOTALS:    $23.71    $21.20 
 
Club Members and Players: 
Ray Stevens   Kenneth Hatch      George Porter 
H.L. Baker   H. Chandler      C. Fuller 
Flint Tuttle   William Comstock  Burpee Durling 
Arnold Keys   Harold Winham      Carroll Metcalf 
Clarence Metcalf   Fred Davis      Horace Jackson 
Maurice Pitcher   H. Whitman      R. H. Jacobs 

  

                    

Early game played at Milot Green in Alstead Village 

  

  

The Story of Casey and Mudville 
   We could not in all good consciousness feature baseball in this issue 
without at least mentioning the beloved poem Casey at the Bat. 

   It was written by Ernest L. Thayer, a Harvard graduate,  the son of a 
textile mill owner from Worcester, MA. Upon graduation in 1885, 
Mr. Thayer went west with his friend and classmate, William Ran-
dolph Hearst and procured a job with the San Francisco Examiner as 
a humorist and satirical writer. In 1888, he penned the ballad Casey at 
the Bat 
$5.00 for his creation. 

   The poem was published and became an immediate hit in the Bay 

was discovered by the manager of a young actor, DeWolf Hooper. 
Knowing he was scheduled to speak to a gathering with the New York 
Giants, it was suggested that he recite the poem. Hooper so loved the 
poem that he committed all 52 lines to memory, adding the appropri-
ate gestures and inflections to his reading to the delight of his audi-

perform it over 10,000 times before his death. Because Thayer had 
written the poem using a pen-name, others attempted to lay claim to 
the authorship and royalties. After tiring of various court claims, 
Thayer finally admitted ownership and sold the rights for the poem to 
Hooper.  

   Thayer elected to pattern Casey after an Irishman, mainly due to 
the fact that many of the professional ball player of the day were of 

there were those who wanted to be known as the inspiration for the 
character. Two such players were the Boston short stop, Tim Casey 
and Daniel Michael Casey, pitcher from Philadelphia. Others, not 
necessarily named Casey wanted to claim the honor as well, Mike 

who had threatened to beat him up for making fun of him in the local 
school newspaper. 

    People were not the only factor in the desire for ownership. Towns 
also attempted to lay claim to the location of Mudville. The good 
folks of Stockton, California were convinced that because Thayer 
lived near the town, once known as Mudville, they were the inspira-
tion for the poem. However, Holliston, Massachusetts claimed to be 
the site as Thayer grew up a few miles from there, a section of town 
was called Mudville and it was home to a professional ball club.  In 

 
    There are some 18 versions of Casey at the Bat published today. 
The following is a copy of the original poem published in the San 
Francisco Examiner on June 3, 1888. 
 

                                  

 

 

              
      
     The score stood four to two, with but one inning more to play. 
     And then when Cooney died at first, and Barrows did the same, 
     A sickly silence fell upon the patrons of the game. 

     A straggling few got up to go in deep despair. The rest 
     Clung to that hope which springs eternal in the human breast; 
     They thought, if only Casey could get but a whack at that-- 
      
 
     But Flynn preceded Casey, as did also Jimmy Blake, 
     And the former was a lulu and the latter was a cake, 
     So upon that stricken multitude grim melancholy sat, 
      
 
     But Flynn let drive a single, to the wonderment of all, 
     And Blake, the much despised, tore the cover off the ball; 
     And when the dust had lifted, and the men saw what had occurred, 
     There was Jimmy safe at second and Flynn a-hugging third. 
 
     Then from five thousand throats and more there rose a lusty yell; 
     It rumbled through the valley, it rattled in the dell; 
     It knocked upon the mountain and recoiled upon the flat, 
     For Casey, mighty Casey, was advancing to the bat. 
 
     
     
    And when responding to the cheers, he lightly doffed his hat, 
     
 
    Ten thousand eyes were on him as he rubbed his hands with dirt; 
    Five thousand tongues applauded when he wiped them on his shirt. 
    Then while the writhing pitcher ground the ball into his hip,  
     
 
    And now the leather-covered sphere came hurtling through the air, 
    And Casey stood a -watching it in haughty grandeur there. 
    Close by the sturdy batsman the ball unheeded sped  
     
 
    From the benches, black with people, there went up a muffled roar, 
    Like the beating of the storm-waves on a stern and distant shore. 
     
    
 
     
    He stilled the rising tumult; he bade the game go on; 
    He signaled to the pitcher, and once more the spheroid flew; 
     
 
     
    But one scornful look from Casey and the audience was awed. 
    They saw his face grow stern and cold, they saw his muscles strain, 
     
 
     
    He pounds with cruel violence his bat upon the plate. 
    And now the pitcher holds the ball, and now he lets it go, 
     
 
    Oh, somewhere in this favored land the sun is shining bright; 
    The band is playing somewhere, and somewhere hearts are light, 
    And somewhere men are laughing, and somewhere children shout; 
    But there is no joy in Mudville  mighty Casey had struck out. 

Casey at the Bat  



  

  

    
 

  

  

  

  

 
 
  
  
  
   
 
 

     
  

 

It is important to remember that these have been and 
may well continue to be difficult times for all of us for a 
while No one of us can predict what the future will bring, 
when this crisis will end and how many of us will survive. 
All we can do is live our lives as normally as we can one 
day at a time, remain calm and above all, remain safe. 
 
   Because of the virtual shutdown of our world, many of 
us must play that waiting game. Those activities the Alstead 
Historical Society had scheduled for the spring, summer 
and fall of 2020 have either been postponed or cancelled 

we have entirely given up and are hopeful that somehow 
this issue of the Alstead Vintage Times will reach you and 
bring you as much pleasure as it has given us to create it 
for you. 
 
In addition, we must remind you that this newsletter is 
produced to replicate an old fashioned newspaper, the 
advertising contained within represents past businesses in 
Alstead and are not current. 
 

Some More Fun Fillers 

The Wit and Wisdom of Yogi Berra 

Yogi Berra  New York Yankee catcher and batter for 19 
series  winner of 10 world series  coach - manager and well 

-
only exuded humor, but wisdom. Well known author and 

wisdom which, like good country songs and old John Wayne 
 

 
You can observe a lot by watching. 

 

 

I guess the first thing I should do is thank everybody who 
make this day necessary. 

 

 

When you come to a fork in the road, take it. 

someplace else. 

 

 

Baseball is 90% mental and the other half physical. 

 

 

I never said most of the things I said. Then again, I might 
 

  
If he should hit a trolley-car 

Or cut a train in two, 
Do anything that drivers are 

At times inclined to do, 
The coroner may find - -  alack, 

Should anyone survive - -  
That there was someone in the back 

To tell him how to drive. 
 

 
And heed the voice behind; 

And many people now are dead, 
You frequently will find, 

Yes, many people are deceased 
Who might be now alive, 

Had no one told or tried, at least, 
To tell them how to drive. 

 
And many more who occupied 

The rear are now at rest, 
Yes, many people now reside, 

In regions of the blest, 
 

 
Seen lots of people out of luck 

For telling how to drive. 
 

So when your wife is driving, please 
 
 

As competent as you. 
If you will leave her quite alone 

You likely will arrive; 
 

To tell her how to drive. 
 

In fact the able engineers 
Who any car designed 

Have put the steering wheel and gears 
In front and not behind. 

 
The best they can contrive: 

 
The front the place to drive.  

  

  

   It goes without saying that due to the moratorium that 
has been visited upon us, the offices of the Alstead His-
torical Society and the museum will be closed until fur-
ther notice. While we may not be able to personally as-
sist you with whatever questions you may have, we can 
certainly answer them either by phone or email. Marga-

835-6925; Bruce Bellows can be reached at alstead-
bruce@gmail.com , phone 835-6751; and Marie Harling 
at mharling@myfairpoint.net, phone 835-6972. 

   These are troubled times, many of us are not accus-
tomed to self-
of school marm or have an essential job, we may experi-
ence feelings of depression or boredom. The Board of 

benefit both you and the historical society. Take this 
time to begin your spring cleaning and while doing so, go 

items pertaining to Alstead aside to donate to the Alstead 
Historical Society museum. If the object has a story, 
more the better, it preserves your history and offers oth-

ers an insight into our past. For you gardeners out there, 
research and plan a turn of the century kitchen or flower 
garden.  Hook up with Ancestry.com and research your 
family tree, you might be surprised to discover you have 
some otherwise unknown relatives living in the area. 
Take a walk. Try to steer clear of busy parks and instead 
find class 6 roads, they are easy walking and not crowd-
ed. Rearrange a room in your home, exchange some of 
those hidden treasures stored away in your closet for 
those that have been sitting around for a few years. 

Keep a daily diary of your experiences of this pandemic. 
Should there ever be a third book of Alstead history writ-
ten, these observances will be invaluable. Write as much 
as you can remember about your ancestors, their names, 
where they came from, what they did and how you came 
to live in Alstead.    

    In this world of uncertainty, there is a positive. The 
Alstead Historical Society is proud to announce the ren-
ovations on their headquarters in the Town Office has 
been completed. Many thanks to Bruce Bellows who 
conceived the idea, drew the plans, hired the workmen 
and put in his own sweat equity. Also thank you to all 
those who consulted and contributed to the project over 
the past year.  

   As you can see in the accompanying photograph, not 
only is there more room to move around, but the storage 
space seems to have doubled. A work table 
(compliments of Bruce) and chairs have been added to 
accommodate those who are searching through records. 
It will allow you to spread out, be within the vicinity of 
the necessary materials and as well as those who can help 
guide you through your research. The lighting has im-
proved, the room is comfortable and welcoming, it will 
be a pleasure to use. 

   By the same token, another project has been conclud-

restorations have been completed and are safely once 
again in the hands of the AHS. As with Book A, copies 
on disc or thumb-drive of Book C can be obtained from 
the library or the historical society for private research. 

   It may be a while before we return to a normal life. We 
must all remember to do as much as we can to stem the 
tide of this invasion. We must keep our distance, remain 
calm, keep our sanity, keep our interest in life. It is 
spring and spring denotes new life, hope and healing. 
We will persevere and get through this together. 

   

  AHS News 

Interior view of the newly renovated Historical Society office. 
Note the work table with the restored charter sitting on it.  



  

  

Did You Know?  

A smattering of baseball history 

    The first mention of baseball in the Americas was 

MA. It stated there was a town ordinance banning base-
ball from being played within 80 yards of the meeting 
house. 

    We all grew up believing that Abner Doubleday was 
the creator of this great American pastime. He was not. 
The concept was actually conceived by Alexander Cart-
wright who was associated with the Knickerbocker Club 
in 1845. He was the first to lay down a set of rules that 
roughly followed the English game of rounders and be-

Knickerbockers and the New York Baseball Club in 
1846. The Knickerbockers lost. 

    The Civil War saw both a boon and a bust to the 
game. Many of the established clubs disbanded during 
the conflict. However, the Union soldiers carried their 
knowledge and enthusiasm to other parts of the country 
and in 1868, post-Civil War delegates from over one 
hundred clubs met for what was to become an annual 
convention. The game has survived the conflict between 
the states and was alive and well. A testament to the en-
durance of its popularity. 

     Until 1869, teams were of amateur standing, spon-
sored by a town or an independent club. At that time the 
Cincinnati Red Stockings became the first professional 
team in the country when brothers Harry and George 
Wright recruited the best players from across the country 
introducing them into competition. The team won 65  
games, losing none. The idea of paid players had be-
come a reality and in 1871, the National Association had 
also become a reality. 

    Unfortunately, the National Association was short-
lived. Because of the increase in gambling and liquor 
sales, crowds were quickly driven away. After the 1875 
season, the National League replaced the National Asso-
ciation and was operated by a group of businessmen. 
They established standards and policies for player con-
tracts, ticket prices and schedules. The era of commercial 
baseball had entered the scene, no one looked back.  

   
hiccups along the way. As time passed and competition 
became stronger, a rival league immerged. The Ameri-
can Association in 1882. When players realized they had 
no say in who they could/would play for or the amount of 
their salary, they formed their own league. The Union 
Association in 1884. However, this association lasted on-

ly one season. Another attempt was made in 1890 with 
the Players League, but again failed and plunged into 
bankruptcy after one season. The loss of players and rev-
enue eventually forced the American Association to close 
their doors and the best four teams joined the National 
League.  

    In 1901, another challenger appeared (or reappeared 
depending on how it is viewed) as the American League. 
They raided most of the good players from the National 
League and naturally the league owners turned on each 
other. Law suits were flying and eventually the courts ap-
pointed a three-man panel from which the baseball com-
mission was born. This did not stop the action and in 
1914, yet another rival league was formed, the Federal 
League. They sued, contending the American and Na-
tional Leagues constituted a monopoly. The Federal 
League folded after two seasons and in 1922 the Su-
preme Court decreed that baseball was exempt from anti-
trust legislation. The Court acknowledged and confirmed 

 

     The Roaring Twenties saw the zenith of baseball. By 
this time baseball parks and stadiums dotted the country-

an era of economic prosperity for baseball. Then the 
guns of war were heard and that pinnacle of baseball be-
gan to topple. More and more players entered the armed 
forces, more and more goods and supplies were diverted 
to the war efforts. When the conflict was over, the world 
and the game of baseball had forever changed. 

    Although the game is still played today and there are 
still die-hard fans who stand by their favorite teams, base-
ball will never be what it was pre-World War II. That 
was a time of magic, of imagination and of excitement 
that is only to be remembered.  

    And so there you have it in a nutshell. From the con-
ception in 1845 of gathering nine people, hitting a ball 
with a stick, and running around a diamond to beat the 
ball back to home-
greatest pastime and a multi-million-dollar business of 
today. And all done in 175 years. Amazing. 

  

     

   

      Langdon baseball team of the early 20th Century 

  

  

 

    
    

    
  

    THE SALLY LOOMIS LETTERS 

 Addressed to Liverpool, Pa.                                             Alstead, October 9, 1829 
Dear Brother, 

After long silence, I once more retire to write a few lines to you and to let you know that you are still living 
in the memory of your unworthy friend E. Mother received your letter Sept. the 6th, the first day of this month, 
which was very interesting and pleasing to us all. Am very glad to hear that you enjoy such good health. As re-
gards to my own health, it was rather poor through the summer, but is better this fall, likewise the rest of the fami-
ly are in tolerable good health. We have heard from Peterborough and Amoskeag. They are all well. Uncle John has 

coming there himself at present. Cousin Lewis Robbe is a-going to move onto his farm this fall. He is got another girl, 
and Cousin William Scott has got another son, so has Cousin William Gray, and Sally has another girl; I think it 
is very fruitful among our cousins. I will drop this subject, and inform you a little about the courting affairs. 
Cousin Alfred is paying his respects to Maria Griswold; I am sorry to relate such news, but it is true. She has piggled 
him up to a great degree. She will use more winks and politeness than you can keep in a bushel basket. Maria and 

steps up to Mary Wilson; James Clark to Betsy Buckman; Lewis F. to Thankful W.; Almon S. to Eliza Bodge, H. 
Brown to Eliza Stevens, Lemuel B. to Emmi Buel, W. Meede to Sarah Benton, S. Watts to that girl that used to 
live there; E. McCollom the new cabinet maker in this place, to Sally Higbee. Levi Golden has gone to Worcester, 
but writes to Clarissa Kingsbury. Enough you will see of this courting works, and as for myself, I have done with 
that, and concluded to be an old maid. I expect to go down to Dunstable this fall to work in the factory. You wrote 
you expected to engage in some other kind of business. We feel anxious to know what it is, but I presume you will 
not engage in anything else, unless you think it will profit you more. We all want to see you very much. Mary 

Watts girl is Marinda Brown.  
 I often almost wish you was here, and should quite, if it would be as well for you, so as to have some of your 
good advice, but alas, it pleased God to separate us, perhaps never to meet again in this world, but oh, may we be pre-
pared to meet in another world where pleasure never ends, and trouble comes no more. You write that you have no 
preaching there, that you can hear; but if you was here, perhaps you might be accommodated, for we have Baptist, 
Universalist, and Congregationalist. Mother and the girls have been to meeting today but I stayed home for the 
sake of writing to you. You write that you think sometimes that we have forgotten you, but it is not the case; I 
won that I have been negligent about writing, but I think I shall not be for the future, for I know something how 
good it is to have a letter from a friend, when amongst strangers. I suppose that you have heard that Priest Cook of 
Acworth was dismissed last March, and was settled in Lebanon this summer and they are going to ordain another 
the 14th of this month in Acworth. We have had a Baptist association here this fall, and there will be a Congrega-

Cook. He has been sick about two months. They have had Doc Slach, Doc Johnson, and Doc Evens, of Keene, to him. 
I think it is doubtful about his getting well. Please give my respects to Jonas Crain. Tell him his friends are all well 
in Alstead. My head is rather confused, and I have wrote a poor piece of composition, but I hope you excuse, and 
think it comes from a friend. Mother will fill the other page, so I will draw to a close, by wishing that health, 
wealth, honor and contentment may be your constant companions through life. 
 When this you see, remember me, through many a mile we distance be. 
  This from your affectionate friend and sister. 
                                                        Eliza Robbe 
  

Ed. Note
 


